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Develop a Robust Female 

Leadership Pipeline

Presenter

During and after the webinar, tweet your takeaways to 

@AlexiaVernon and @HRDQ-U with hashtag #DRFLP

The Ceiling is Not What We Think

http://www.twitter.com/alexiavernon
http://www.twitter.com/ascentiscorp
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A recent study by the American Association of 

University Women (AAUW) reveals that within a 

year after graduating from college, Gen Y women 

are already earning $7600/year less than their male 

counterparts—BECAUSE… 

They aren’t negotiating.

And this fear of negotiation is 

symptomatic of a much larger problem.

We need to reset our thinking 

and behavior.
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Assumption: Pay equity will create leadership 

equity. 

Reset: Pay equity is just one piece of 

retaining high potential women. 

Assumption: High potential women need 

more female role models and mentors.

Reset: High potential women (just like high 

potential men) need champions and 

sponsors (as well as mentors) who are 

female AND male.
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Assumption: We need more women in our 

leadership development programs.

Reset: Women need access to leadership 

development opportunities that address 

mindset challenges, skills and environmental 

factors typically unaddressed in traditional 

leadership programs.

Assumption: We need to empower women to 

create more aggressive career development 

plans.

Reset: Women need support in creating 

career development plans that allow for 

career interruptions and leverage lateral as 

well as upward mobility.
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Assumption: Cultivating a female leadership 

pipeline is “the right thing to do.”

Reset: Cultivating a female leadership 

pipeline make sound business sense.
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What We Know For Sure

 Companies with 3 or more women in top leadership 

positions achieve higher scores for each criterion of 

organizational effectiveness than do companies with few or 

no women at the top.

 In it’s 2012 report, “Women at the Wheel,” Dow Jones 

conducted a study of venture-backed companies and 

concluded that companies have a greater chance of going 

public, operating profitably, or being sold for more money 

than they’ve raised when they have females acting as 

founders, board members, C-level officers, vice presidents, 

and/or directors.

What We Know For Sure

 According to Catalyst, companies with the most women 

board directors outperformed those with the least on return 

on sales by 16 percent and return on invested capital by 26 

percent.

 In 2014 Google shared that while women comprise just 

30% of its global workforce and 21% of its leadership, it’s 

highest performing teams across the organization had 1 or 

more women in leadership positions.
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What We Know For Sure
(DiversityInc’s Top 10 Companies for Executive Women)

 Their boards average 27.5% women (versus 15%)

 Women comprise almost 1/3 of the senior level (CEO and 

direct reports) vs. 17.7% at average Fortune 500 

companies

 Overall management is 47% female

 68% of female managers have participated in mentorship 

programs
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Let’s Get Clear on Our Leadership 

Priorities
 Create a culture conducive to female retention and 

leadership

 Communicate leadership opportunities (and be 

transparent in decision making process) 

 Establish and strengthen leadership development 

programs to address women’s often unmet needs

 Avoid the pitfalls that can undermine good intentions

Does your company’s 

culture?

 Promote stretch assignments 

that require relocation

 Provide training on and 

acceptance for different 

communication & work 

styles?

 Impede work-family 

integration?

 Penalize women for maternity 

leave? 

 Perpetuate unconscious bias 

(i.e., rooms named for men or 

men deciding family 

policies)?
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Identifying High Potential Women

1. Leadership Assessment (i.e., Leadership 

Potential Inventory/DDI)

2. Performance Appraisals (i.e., traditional 

evaluation or 360)

3. Stack Ranking

4. Manager Nominations

5. Senior leaders identify (and sponsor) a 

new “high potential” each year

6. Employee self-identification and 

application

5 Most Important Leadership Competencies
(Center for Creative Leadership)

1. Effective communication

2. Self-motivation and discipline

3. Learning agility

4. Adaptability

5. Self-awareness

What are the gender implications?
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We Have to Address Women’s Real and 

Self-Imposed Barriers

Single-Sex Leadership Development for Women

 Coca-Cola, WalMart, Colgate-

Palmolive, American Express, 

and Deloitte

 30 percent of BusinessWeek’s 

list of corporate rising stars 

graduated from single-sex 

colleges/universities

 30 percent of board members 

of Fortune 1000 companies 

also did

What is actually happening in these environments?
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Core Competencies to Develop

 Effective interpersonal communication

 Ability to negotiate (Note: This is NOT just about salary)

 Presenting a persuasive case

 Facilitating learning and growth for others

 Coaching up and down 

 Initiating difficult conversations

 Career development and thought leadership

Best Practices to Steal

 Give women a rehearsal space to try out and refine their skills and 

behavior.

 Let women cultivate relationships inside and outside of their 

departments.

 Men mentor and champion rising female stars.

 Address motherhood without over emphasizing it.

 Offer internal and external development opportunities.

 Encourage women to speak at conferences, contribute articles, serve on 

panels, etc.

 Re-envision what female leadership looks like.
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Moving Beyond the “Bunny” and 

“Dragon”

Creating a Culture of Cheetahs
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Pitfalls to Avoid

 Tasking women in leadership programs with more responsibility 

without more resources.

 Making women’s leadership something that gets checked off of a 

list—isn’t incorporated within overall human capital.

 Incorporating best principles without adapting them to your 

company and culture.

 Reserving leadership development for managers, directors and 

VPs.

 Failing to measure the success of your initiatives.

 Pitting women against one another for opportunities.

What to Offer Rising Female Leaders

 Participation in a formal leadership development program –

internal or external

 Coaching: one-on-one with a designated coach or from a 

trained supervisor

 Coaching certification for leaders

 Stretch assignments

 A customizable professional development stipend

 Sponsorship and mentorship
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Ensuring Your Company Succeeds

 Senior leadership buys into, but does not own, the process.

 HR and management are strategic partners in developing 

people and programs based on the competencies you are 

seeking to develop.

 Multiple people/processes determine who is groomed for 

leadership.

 Don’t expect instant success. Be nimble.

 Identify and plug-up potential places women (and minorities 

may leak.)

Where is your company strong in its female leadership 

pipeline?

Where is there room for growth (plugging up leaks)? 

What competencies are you developing your leadership 

programming around? And are they the right ones?

How are are you creating a culture that supports its women? 

What is the financial upside for doing so?

What, specifically, are you committed to doing as a result of 

today’s learning?

Where do you need ongoing support to be successful?
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Let’s Continue the Conversation!

W: AlexiaVernon.com & InfluencerAcademy.com

E: Info@AlexiaVernon.com

L: /AlexiaVernon

F: /AlexiaVernonEmpowerment

T: @AlexiaVernon

Today’s Hashtag: #DRFLP

Connect with Us 

Save your seat:
www.HRDQu.com

Shop the store:
www.HRDQstore.com


